Centro Display Pod
Assembly Instructions
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Place base plates on the
floor, position posts (with
single bracket) centrally
over male fitting of base
plate (A), and rotate until
assembly drops into
position, continue rotating
clockwise through 90º to
secure (B).
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Affix posts (with two brackets)
to lower posts by positioning
female end centrally over male
fitting (C), and rotate until
assembly drops into position,
continue rotating clockwise
through 90º to secure (D).
Ensure that all shelf brackets
are aligned on one side of the
posts (as shown right).
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Position post assemblies
facing one another with
aligned shelf brackets
inwards. Connect post
assemblies by attaching
one of the straight 616mm
profiles to the bottom,
parallel to the shelf brackets.
Slot clamps of profile into
post channels and tighten
screws with hex key supplied
to secure.

Pre-assemble the two black
acrylic shelves to 616mm
profiles by aligning the
predrilled holes, inserting 4
off countersunk self-tapping
screws, and tightening with
cross-head screwdriver
supplied to secure.
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With the black acrylic uppermost, slide first assembly into the same post channels as the bottom profile, until
the expanding clamps rest on the pre-installed locator bars of the bottom posts. Tighten grub screws in ends of
profile to secure in position.
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Ensuring the black acrylic is
lowermost, slide and raise
second assembly into the
same post channels as the
previous enclosure until the
expanding clamps come
into contact with the bottom
of the pre-installed locator
bars of the upper posts.
Tighten grub screws in
ends of profile to secure
in position.
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Position top cover
onto Centro posts,
align countersunk holes with
threads within post extrusion,
insert 4 off countersunk machine
screws and tighten to secure.
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Ensure shelf brackets are in their open position by loosening screw in underside. Slide shelf between jaws of
bracket and using scribed lines, ensure shelf is positioned centrally. Tighten screws in brackets to securely
clamp shelf. Repeat for remaining two shelves.
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Insert one end of
the foamex base panel
into angled channel of post,
arc panel so opposite end is inserted into
corresponding post channel. Graphic should
follow similar curvature to black acrylic shelf.
Repeat process for remaining base and foamex
header graphic panels on the front and back of
the Display Pod.
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Repeat stage 9 for
transparent infill panels
to be inserted between each
shelf on the front and back of the
Display Pod to complete assembly.

